
golfmarnoch and Diamond Golf Architects both well respected independent golf course 
architects will now offer an additional service - a joint collaboration between their two 
businesses.

A successfully planned, designed and constructed project will create an easily 
manageable and hugely enjoyable course to play.

“Steve has been a real asset to this international 

team and has successfully negotiated and 

mediated the many parties involved. He has 

followed the design brief he was given and yet 

Steve has been both determined and firm in his 

knowledge and experience of how to design and 

construct the very best golf course whilst also 

being flexible and approachable in discussion. 

A true professional.”

Egbert Mulder,

GMG Golf Management Group

“Dimitri is gifted with a great vision on 

designing, always with the idea to fit the course 

in it’s natural surroundings. He also has the 

capacity to translate the wishes of the client 

into a realistic plan.”

Kok Vrijenhoek,

Golf Consultancy Group, The Netherlands

www.diga.be

golfmarnoch Limited

Mobile +44 7973 730 450
Email steve@golfmarnoch.com
Office +44 1629 814 891
Skype +44 161 408 4552

Diamond Golf Architects

Email info@diga.be
Office +32.497.55.55.44

A Winning Team
quality, style, experience



The Passion

The Vision

The Detail

- With over 30 years experience in the golf course industry Steve Marnoch is a long standing  

 and well established golf course architect with a strong reputation, a broad and varied portfolio and  

 a continued passion for innovative design. 

-  It has been 20 years since Dimitri enjoyed a year as a Belgium International Golfer, all be  

 it for a short time, this time as an international amateur inspired Dimitri’s love of golf and fuelled  

 his desire to become a golf course architect. 

-  golfmarnoch is a company built very much on Steve’s own personal aspirations, to   

 achieve architectural excellence; to provide a professional and personal service; to build strong and  

 mutually beneficial relationships; to provide a strong team of expert associates and consultants;  

 and of course to build golf courses that are not only enjoyable to play but also sit beautifully into

 their environment.

-  Diamond golf architects was launched in 2006 after 10 years experience as an active golf  

 course architect and having worked in conjunction with some well known names in the golf world,  

 including Dimitri’s good friend and colleague Steve Marnoch who he has worked with for over 6 year

 as consultant and co-designer on different projects all over the world, Dimitri van Hauwaert decided  

 it was the right time to grow and develop his own business as a golf course architect. Diamond Golf  

 Architects will enable him to do this. 

“Over the years Dimitri and I have worked on many varied and interesting projects. I have watched and supported 

as his skills have developed and as he has become a creative, dynamic and more complete golf course architect. 

Together we are a very strong team with an approach and ideas that allow us to challenge the boundaries of our 

own design concepts.”

“We work well together because we have the same high standards of technical skill and expertise but more 

importantly, Steve and I share the same vision and this creates some fantastic work that I am very proud to be 

a part of.”

-  An appreciation for the landscape and environment is an integral part of the work we carry

 out. Consequently our design concepts and approaches are flexible, the site plays a huge part in  

 dictating the characteristics of the course with the golf course designed to fit into its environment  

 ensuring maintenance is practical and without huge expense.

-  We thrive on design creativity but we also recognise that flair must always be balanced

 with practicality and budget constraints. Our expertise in these areas is clearly visible within

 our design solutions.

-  Our golf courses are aimed to target the widest range of golfing abilities. We actively promote 

 strategic golf courses, which are attractive, challenging and are designed for the enjoyment of all  

 standards of players, encouraging players to return again and again. 

-  Relationships are a vital part of building a golf course; we choose our consultants and associates 

 well – these are long term partnerships. We have forged links with all the experts you will need  

 and we will provide all the services you will need to develop your unique golf course  development.  

 We support our clients from the concept to opening.

Maastricht International Golf,
Maastricht*

Los Barrancos de La Zagaleta,
Spain*

Kikuoka Country Club,
Luxembourg

Royal Antwerp, Belgium

The Winning Team

Over the years there has been a great deal of interest in the combined talents of Steve and Dimitri and having successfully

worked together on several prestigious projects over many years and currently on a number of different courses in Montenegro, 

Bulgaria, the Netherlands and Belgium, all of which are at various different stages of development, Steve and Dimitri would like to 

offer their joint services to clients who feel their project would benefit from a joint approach.

For the right project this collaboration will enable clients to benefit from Steve’s wealth of experience and knowledge and Dimitri’s 

new approach to development. Enjoying the very best of both.

* Maastricht and La Zagaleta were Gaunt & Marnoch Projects until 2006 when they were taken over by golfmarnoch.


